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Summary

Newer grades of hardmetals, including materials with non-standard
microstructures, with graded compositions and complex coatings need to be
characterised for their spatial variation in mechanical properties, particularly
hardness. A new test machine has been developed for this purpose that
uses depth sensing hardness because the measurement process can be
automated. The system was developed with a high speed facility to map
large areas quickly and force and displacement are monitored continuously
during the complete indentation cycle. The machine operates in the range
0.05-20N with a load resolution of 2 mN and a depth sensing resolution of
20 nm using a specially designed capacitance displacement sensor.
Typically a matrix of 30 x 30 indents using a diamond indenter can be
performed in about 2.5h.

Two case studies were developed to evaluate the test machine capability. A
material with an unconventional WC grain size distribution was compared
with a standard WC/Co grade. The system was used to provide information
on the uniformity of the structure, mapping hardness at an appropriate scale.
A coated hardmetal was also tested to evaluate the ability of the hardness
tester to map variations in hardness through the coating into the substrate.
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1 Introduction

Measurement of the hardness of materials is a quick and simple method of
obtaining mechanical property data from a small sample. The traditional
method relies on an optical measurement of the projected area of the
hardness indent by a trained operator. This can give rise to a large scatter in
results because it is typically operator dependent. More recently, with the
advance of computer aided measurement electronics and availability of
sensitive displacement measurement transducers, systems are increasingly
measuring the depth of the indent rather than the area (1,2). The major
advantage of this method is that dynamic measurements can be performed
(i.e. a load vs displacement curve), and also the subjectivity of the operator is
removed. Most of the advances in depth sensing machines have been in
very small load systems, nano-hardness, where it would otherwise be difficult
to measure the projected area without using electron microscopy (3). In
comparison many macro hardness machines still rely on optical
measurements for reasons of cost and compatibility with standards.

The concept behind the NPL scanning indentation mapping microhardness
system is to use depth sensing methods on a microhardness scale, coupled
with an X-Y scanning stage, and improved speed of indentation. This means
that measurements can be made anywhere on the sample, quickly and
without operator intervention, and the use of microhardness means that the
size of the indents can be of the order of the microstructure of the material.
Potential uses for the method are:-

• Determine the hardness of individual phases in a multi-phase system by
doing a statistically significant number of indents.

• Measure the hardness in a homogeneous material to estimate the strain
field.

• Measure the spatial hardness variation in an inhomogeneous material for
example coatings, castings, welds and heat treated materials.

This paper reports two feasibility studies on hardmetal structures to assess
the system performance. Also, a detailed series of tests were performed to
calibrate the system in comparison with conventional microhardness tests.
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2 System Design and Operation

The basis for the system is three linear slides that provide the X, Y and Z
movement, (Fig 1). Each slide is driven by a 1 mm pitch screw thread,
powered by a servo controlled DC motor. These are controlled by feedback
from a linear capacitance displacement transducer, positioned on the
opposite side to the motor drive. The load is measured with a conventional
strain gauged load cell, and the Vickers indenter was taken from a
conventional microhardness system.

The motor feedback system uses a rotary encoder with 500 lines per
revolution on the shaft, and each motor is controlled by an independent
microprocessor. Coupled with the reduction gears this gives a potential stage
positioning resolution of about 0.1 micrometre, but since the drive is based on
a 1 mm pitch thread a figure of 0.5-1 micrometre is probably more realistic.
Although it is still possible to measure the actual position of any stage using
displacement transducers it was considered sufficient simply to use the
counts from the rotary encoder to indicate position.

The loading mechanism uses a piezoelectric actuator. A piezoelectric system
has the potential to be quick, with a high resolution. However, the main
drawback is a limited range of around 60 pirn. The complete assembly is
mounted on a motorised Z stage. The motor is driven to within a few
micrometres of the surface, and the piezoelectric mechanism is used to
perform the indentation. From this position the Z motor is only used to
accommodate any roughness or misalignment of the sample surface.

To operate the system the piezoelectric actuator is expanded by the
application of a high voltage, and this causes the indenter to move towards
the sample. The motion of the indenter is measured by the capacitance
transducer and is a measurement relative to a static capacitance plate which
is in turn mechanically connected to the sample surface. When the indenter
touches the sample surface a load is registered on the load cell. Loading is
continued until the desired load is reached. The design of the loading
mechanism is such that although the strain gauge load cell is effectively a soft
spring, the compression of the load cell does not register on the displacement
measurement system as the load cell is above the capacitance transducers,
(Fig 1). This means that there is no need to correct for the load cell stiffness
in the final load against displacement curves.
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Design range and resolution parameters for the system are given in Table 1.

Table 1 - Typical Range for 0.01 kgf (100 mN) and 1 kgf (10N) indents

Hardness, HV1
Indent Diameter,

lim
Depth, |im

Hardness HV0.01
Indent diameter,

|im
Depth, |im

1000
43

6.1

1000
4.3

0.6

1500
35

5.0

1500
3.5

0.5

2000
30

4.3

2000
3.0

0.4

Current system resolution: Load = 2 mN; Displacement = 0.02 |a.m

Indenter Mechanism Schematic

Capacitance
Transducers

Fig 1 Schematic diagram of test system.
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The control software for performing indents, displaying and storing loac)
displacement curves, and calculating the hardness values, was written in
Labview® using modular routines.

In order to check the performance of the software and hardware together a
series of tests were carried out on a number of hardness standards. These
standards are nominally homogeneous across the entire surface, although
this has only been verified at loads somewhat greater than used in the
present experiments. The hardness was determined using the principles
outlined in the draft ISO standard for Instrumented Hardness Tests,
ISO DIS 14577. The hardness at each point is determined by using the
following method on the load displacement curves. Firstly the surface is
found by fitting a polynomial to the initial 5% of the loading curve, and then
hmax, the depth at maximum load. Then a linear fit to the top 20% of the
unloading curve is extrapolated down to zero load, to give the unloading zero,
hr. The indentation depth, hc, is then determined using

hc = h m a x - 0.75*(hmax - hr) (1)

The hardness is then calculated from this using

HV = F/(24.5*hc
2) (2)

The major difference between this method and the ISO guidelines is that the
data was not corrected for the machine compliance, since a satisfactory
method of correcting for this has not yet been determined for this machine.

Setting the approach rate of the piezo actuator controls the loading rate of the
system, and so the system is displacement controlled and the loading rate
depends on the material hardness and indentation depth. Most experiments
are set up so that it takes several seconds to ramp the load up to the
maximum, and so loading rates vary from around 0.01 to 1 N/s.

3 Materials

Two hardmetals were examined in a evaluation of the place to place variation
in hardness. Details of the hardmetals are given in Table 2. The two
hardmetals were free from graphite and eta-phase.
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Table 2 - WC/Co Hardmetals

Code

UM10
WM6

Cobalt
content, wt%

10
6

WC grain
size

mean linear
intercept, ujn

1.83
1.49

Hardness
HV30

1230
1430

Coercivity
kAm"1

7.1
17.8

Scanning electron micrographs of the hardmetals are shown in Fig 2.
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Fig 2 Scanning electron micrographs of hardmetals UM10 and WM6

The coated hardmetal was obtained from Kennametal (grade KC850). This
has a mixed carbide substrate with a TiC/Ti(C,N)/TiN coating and a sub-
coating layer containing a higher binder-phase content. An etched, as-
polished micrograph of the coated hardmetal, cut in two and
metallographically mounted and polished back to back, is shown in Fig 3.
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Fig 3 TiC/Ti(C,N)/TiN coated hardmetal, KC850.

4 Calibration

The load cell was calibrated directly by inverting the piezoelectric indenter
system and adding a series of standardised dead weights. It was not
possible to calibrate the capacitance sensors in situ. They were therefore
removed for comparison against a separately traceable transducer.
Additional calibration experiments were performed on hardmetals UM10 and
WM6 by comparing indents made with the mapping hardness system with
indents made using a conventional microhardness machine (Miniload). A
range of loads from 0.5N (50 gf) to 10N (1 kgf) were used.

For each load a row of 30 indents were made and then measured using either
an image analysis system at a magnification of about x1000 or directly using
the optical system of the Miniload system. Typical results are shown in Fig 4
for hardmetal UM10 where the indent diameters for a 5N (0.5 kgf) load are
shown as ranked plots. The indent diameters in the mapping hardness
system were slightly lower than those observed in tests in the Miniload
machine. This was later found to be due to a slight mis-application of load
that was subsequently rectified using a 16 bit PC control board to improve
resolution rather than the original 12 bit board.
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Also there was a small systematic difference in indent size when comparing
indent diameters measured using image analysis and the Miniioad optical
system. Insufficient knowledge is currently available to allow the Miniioad or
image analysis value to be prescribed the "true" value. Hardness values
calculated from direct image analysis of the indents are compared with
Hardness values measured using the depth sensing function of the mapping
system are shown in Fig 5. They show good agreement with the
macroscopic (HV30) value of hardness (Table 2). The differences between
image analysis and depth sensing are small, less than 1% in hardness.

1.0-

0.8-

01

0.4-

0.2-

0.0-

•— Depth sensing - image analysis
»— Depth sensing - miniioad

-O— miniioad - image analysis
- D — miniioad - miniioad

o

u

23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0

Mean indent diameteiftfn

26.5 27.0

Fig 4 Ranked plots of indent diameters manufactured and measured
using different systems.
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Fig 5 Ranked plot of hardness values calculated using either the depth
sensing mapping system or image analysis.

5 Hardness variation

A row of 30 indents was made in each of the hardmetals UM10 and WM6 at 4
loads (0.1, 0.5, 1 and 5N; i.e. 1-50 kgf). The separation distance between
each indent was not less than a factor of x5 the indent diameter. The depth
sensing hardness of the 5N indents are shown as a ranked plot in Fig 6. The
mean value of hardness increased with load, consistent with the indentation
size effect, ISE, observed in WC (4) and other materials (5,6). The range of
values increased as the indentation load decreased, as can be seen when
the data is normalised by the mean value, Fig 7.

The increase in range of hardness with decrease in indent load is consistent
with a decrease in the sampling size of the indent volume, and therefore less
statistically representative, as the indent load decreases. A ranked plot of
indent diameters is shown in Fig 8. The range of hardness values at an
indent size of 5N is quite small for both UM10 and WM6, because a
reasonable number of grains, about 100, sufficient to be representative of the
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structure, is sampled. However, as the indent load was decreased, although
the range of hardness increased, there was no obvious difference between
the two microstructures, even though the sampled area decreased to values
that should have registered differences in structure from point to point in the
wide grained, WM6, material. In order to investigate this issue in more detail
a further series of tests are planned where the indent will be controlled by
depth and not by load (to sample equal areas rather than sampling by
number) and for more indents (up to 1000) will be placed to map changes
and investigate whether the results are dependent on the total area sampled.

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800

Hardness HV0.5

Fig 6 Ranked plots of depth sensing hardness at an indentation load of
5N (HV0.5).
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Fig 7 Ranked plots of normalised hardness values.
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Fig 8 Ranked plot of indent sizes.
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6 Coating/Substrate maps

A 60 x 11 array of indents was placed across the coating/substrate region.
These were positioned at an acute angle to the plane of the coating to
improve spatial resolution, Fig 9. A load of 0.1 N (HV0.01) was chosen for the
indents to provide reasonable load/displacement traces less prone to the
measurement uncertainty associated with the interpretation of where the data
sets intersected the zero load axis. The indents were separated by about
8 îm in the direction of traverse and this was equivalent to about 3 pirn in a
direction perpendicular to the coating/substrate interface. The array took
about 2h to generate (i.e. about 10s/indent). A higher magnification image of
the indent array is shown in Fig 10. The hardness data for three adjacent
columns of the array are shown in Fig 11 and data in all of the columns were
used to produce the map shown in Fig 12. The column traces in Fig 11 were
obtained using a 3 pt running average of the data. The map in Fig 12 was
produced by grouping the hardness values according to the ranges indicated
in the legend box on the graph. The high apparent values of hardness are
consistent with the ISE effect [3,4].

Even though there is some scatter of individual data, because at the load of
0.1 N areas either rich in binder or carbide are selected. However, it can still
be seen that the map clearly picks up the softer region between the body of
the substrate and the inner layer of coating (TiC).

Consideration of Fig 10 shows that the indents in each of the coating layers
was not ideally placed to measure the hardness of each individual layer.
However, more careful analysis of every position would probably generate
statistically useful information on each appropriate phase. However, this was
not the purpose of the present experiment which was to conduct a feasibility
study of the utility of the system for obtaining useful maps of relatively large
regions.
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Fig 9 Indent array across coating/substrate interface.

\

\

Fig 10 Higher magnification image of array close to coating/substrate
interface.
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9000

60 70

Fig 11 Three adjacent columns of hardness (HV0.01) across the
coating/substrate interface.

D 5500-7500 !

B 3500-5500

• 1500-3500

Fig 12 Hardness map of the coating/substrate region.
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7 Summary

A new depth sensing microhardness mapping system has been developed
that is capable of producing arrays of indents, typically up to 20 x 20 in 1h, at
loads of between 0.05-20N. The arrays are placed and analysed
automatically, obviating the need for operator selection of indentation
diameters. The system was calibrated, both statically and by comparison
with indents made using a conventional microhardness machine.

The system was evaluated in two feasibility experiments:

• to assess point to point variation in WC/Co hardmetals
• to assess mapping capability in a coating/substrate system.

Both experiments generated useful data sufficient to validate the utility of the
system but future work is needed to develop the analytical aspects of data
presentation and to understand why the hardness map of the wide grained
hardmetal did not show any obvious difference to that in the conventional
WC/Co hardmetal.
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